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Moroccan Folk Beliefs 

Part 2 

 
 

Moroccan Arabic transcript: 

 

FG2H آE2#4# مCD . 5دي ی5آ% م?< ا4=1>5ن ! � ا� ;ا4: م5 $78 و آ% !0123145 /ن ،آ,+*( )'آ% $#ل ! � ا� :ب

. ا0H5ED4 دیIRSH5245 مF ا524ح01 . اI آ718 و م5 ش+?,N /ن< مN,8$ 5 ! � ا�: آE1#ل مCD ،اM4ري اK1*L4 راI م*5دي

 Mآ1+*: واح F12م CD18< ا534آ08مT ضK?ی CDا او/ 4?=5،مM*4 ، #ن ح5ط ا534آ08 و ه#X1ل 4< آ#Eی Fا مM!/ :� ،ی5 ا

�ی?E( >L] . )2#ل ! � ا� )H ن]\ ا4#$7 آ*5دي KX[,( ،ی?X4 )2% ش( آKX[1كأ4( آ5S4#E1 ه# آ5S4#E1 . ! � ا

 Mل 4<آ#اح#E18< یT ضK?ل 4<: ی#E1آ#ل و آ �ی?aa )2 هIR مG4 F#ای` أ4( ه( آ,Mار ح5_5ت .  ! � ا�،ی5 ا�: ی5 ا

aaa ا0H5ED4 دی5245 و مdال R_ aور مF ال aaa اM4یF دی5245 و آ5یF أ4( م5 آ5یM2T Fهaa 5. و آ,Mار ی#م51أ4( ه( ص*K1ة 

5S18T م,?5رف...  

  }سiوال ;K1 واgh{ :ن

ار  د،آ7مaa CD دا[% ان< ا4+71 اMl4یM مF12 یX#ن واحIM2T M ... م5Xن _MیF314 ...M آ5ی02 هIR ان< )K! %]M_8< :ب

F314 >8_K! %]M,آ Mة واحMیM_ .ل#E,5رك ا: آ+(�، F12ف ح5_0 زوی02 م#=( . F1?,Xن !5ش م'H/ >4 ل#Eی، �S34ا 

 � ،aaa و d45! >+lTافو زوی#ن و  مCD مF12 آX1#ن ش( دراري ص*1#ر ،aaa ا� یo[G< مF اF1?4آ,E#ل )+5رك ا

CDل م#E,ل: آ#E,و آ � ی?2( دا53r آ,E#ل . دا53r آ,RآK ا�،ی?2( آ51ن ذاك دا53r آ,+q ر!(. <ا� یpo[G 4: )+5رك ا

aaم� شKv4 #S2 ث5ن(؟ آE1#ل 4< ا534آ08 م5 ... )RآK ا� ی?2( دا53r راك دا53r ،ا� یpo[G 4<س+5Gن ا� او/ آ,E#ل 

  . هM2T IRن5 نMی5S1H K ا0G834.  ا2l4#ن أ4( آ51آ8# م5آ08 م #س0،ا4: آ718 م5آ08 م #س0)5آ8#ش م5آ08 م #س0 /ن 

 
 
English translation: 

 
B: When you are about to eat, you have to say bismillah1 and eat with your right hand. If 
you do not do so, the devil will eat with you. For instance, when a small child says: “Oh, 
I ate but I don’t feel full!” We say: “That is because you didn’t say bismillah.” This is 
also a big part of our culture. Similarly, if someone invited you for a meal, he would say: 
“Here you go, bismillah.” It is a polite way of reminding you to say bismillah when 
eating. These are few of the basics of the daily life; some have roots from our religion 
and some from our culture. 
N: [Inaudible question] 
B: Yeah, we also have the belief that you have to enter with your right foot. So, when 
you are entering a new house, you enter with your right foot. Also, if you see something 
desirable and nice, you say tabarak Allah to protect the person against the evil eye. 

                                                 
1 Bismillah: In the Name of Allah: An Arabic expression used before starting something.  
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Similarly, when you see a beautiful small child you say: “Tabarak Allah, may Allah 
protect him from the evil eye.” You always remember God; for instance, when you say: 
“Subhan’Allah” and “May Allah protect him.” The other thing, we believe that you 
cannot eat food without salt because it is the jinn(s)2 who eat food without salt. So we 
always have to add salt to food. 
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2  Jinn are invisible creatures that live in a world parallel to that of mankind. They were mentioned in the 
Quran and there are good and bad jinn(s). In some cultures, they are believed to have the ability to invade 
or possess a person’s soul. The closest English translation is the word “genie,” which is not exactly 
accurate in this context. 


